We consider two-parameter families of reversible vector elds having (at the critical parameter value) a homoclinic orbit to a non-hyperbolic xed point. The nonhyperbolicity is due to a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues. We give a complete description of the bifurcating 1-homoclinic orbits to the center manifold. For that purpose we adapt Lin's method.
Introduction
We consider a reversible system By our assumptions the dynamics locally around x = 0 is completely determined: First we observe that D 1 f(0; 0) is non-singular. Therefore we have for all (su ciently small) a unique equilibrium point x nearby x = 0. We may assume that x 0 { because we nd a linear transformation generating this situation.
The spectrum of D 1 f(0; ) contains exactly one pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues as well. This is due to the reversibility { which prevents that simple eigenvalues can move o the imaginary axis. So for each we have a two-dimensional (local) center manifold W c lled with symmetric periodic orbits surrounding the equilibrium. This is nothing else but the classical Liapunov Center Theorem for reversible systems { see e.g . 3] . So the local center manifold is uniquely determined in the present case. Moreover, also the center-stable and center-unstable manifolds W cs and W cu , respectively, are uniquely determined. These manifolds can be seen as union of stable (unstable) manifolds of the orbits lying in the center manifold. (These orbits are all bounded -this gives the uniqueness of W cs and W cu , see 12] and 14].) However, due to our assumptions we will have no local bifurcations (around the equilibrium x = 0) of xed points or periodic orbits.
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In the present paper we consider the dynamics near the homoclinic orbit ?. For that purpose we will now state our assumptions regarding ? concretely:
Although the equilibrium x = 0 is a non-hyperbolic one, all solutions approaching the equilibrium for t ! +1 (t ! ? 1) Here ( ) denotes the solution of (1.1) associated to ? and T p W ::: is the tangent space of W ::: at p. By reversibility we have also dim (T (0) W u \ T (0) W cs ) = 1: So (H2) can be read as a non-degeneracy condition as it is usual for homoclinic orbits to hyperbolic equilibriums. But unlike the hyperbolic case for reversible systems the assumption (H2) does not imply that such a homoclinic orbit appears stably in reversible systems { see 15] regarding the hyperbolic case. The bottom of the whole thing is that in the hyperbolic case generically W s intersects the xed point space Fix R of R transversally, while this is not the case in the present situation. Here we have dim Fix R = n + 1 (this is due to RD 1 f(0; 0) = D 1 f(0; 0)R) and dim W s = n. To be sure to consider a typical family we will assume (H3) fW s ; 2 U(0)g t Fix R:
Although the homoclinic orbit ? will break open generically (if we move o = 0) we can expect to nd orbits { close to ? { connecting other orbits of the center manifold. The present paper is devoted to the investigation of those connecting orbits. It turns out that we have to distinguish several cases depending on the relative position of both center-stable manifold W cs and center-unstable manifold W cu to each other and center stable manifold and Fix R. However, rst we will assume (H4) W cs and W cu do not intersect transversally.
Otherwise the only interesting change in the dynamics would be a break o of the primary homoclinic orbit. However, we will nd this as a part of our considerations -see Subsection 3.4. In accordance with the situations encountering in the case of hyperbolic xed points we call the homoclinic orbit non-elementary if W cs intersects Fix R non-transversally otherwise we speak of an elementary homoclinic orbit. Mind that here in contrast to the hyperbolic case an elementary homoclinic orbit (in general) will not persist under perturbations. The pictures depicted in Figure 1 should give an impression of the relative position of the manifolds which are involved. Actually in drawing the pictures we restricted ourselves to vector elds in R 4 and have only drawn the traces of the manifolds in a cross-section = R 3 of the primary homoclinic orbit ?. However, our analysis shows that these pictures also re ect the essential part for considerations in R 2n+2 for arbitrary n.
Systems having such homoclinic orbits form a codimension two phenomenon. Indeed, such symmetric homoclinic orbits occur generically in two-parameter families. The geometrical meaning of these parameters can be seen as follows: One parameter (say 1 ) describes the drift of the stable and unstable manifold of the xed point. Now, keeping this parameter equal to zero the other parameter 2 can be used to unfold the non-transversal intersection of W cs and W cu . We refer to Figure 2 To discover the dynamics we are interested in, we will use ideas coming from Lin's method. This method has been proved to be a powerful tool for the investigation of the dynamics near connecting orbits. Originally this method has been used for orbits connecting hyperbolic xed points { see 9] and 10]. So we will { as far as necessary { adapt these ideas to our problem. One point (which will cause much more e ort) is that the variational equation along a solution in the (un)stable manifold no longer has an exponential dichotomy but an exponential trichotomy. Nevertheless, we will proceed in the spirit of 10]. There the search for solutions staying for all time close to the primary homoclinic orbit ? has been accomplished in two steps. In the rst step the existence of special solutions Here we will follow the same idea to nd solutions connecting the center manifold with itself. For that we search the corresponding parts of those solutions in the center (un)stable manifold as perturbations of
The main results of this paper are formulated in Subsections 3.3 and 3.4 -see Theorems 3 3.8, 3.12 and Theorem 3.17. The dynamical consequences are presented in Remarks 3.11, 3.13 and Remark 3.18. Altogether this gives a complete description of 1-homoclinic orbits to the center manifold bifurcating from the primary one. By 1-homoclinic orbits to the center manifold we mean homoclinic orbits to the center manifold intersecting a cross-section of ? exactly once. Such orbits can be (symmetric) homoclinic orbits to periodic orbits in W c as well as heteroclinic orbits connecting di erent periodic orbits or connecting periodic orbits and the equilibrium. In particular, in the case of a non-elementary homoclinic orbit ? all bifurcating (1-homoclinic) orbits are symmetric ones. Therefore these orbits are homoclinic to a periodic orbit or the equilibrium. The di erent scenarios are described in Remarks 3.11 and 3.13. If ? is elementary then we nd both (symmetric) homoclinic orbits and heteroclinic orbits bifurcating from ?. Finally we want to mention that there is a related work by Champneys and H arterich 1]. They also considered bifurcations from a symmetric homoclinic orbit to a saddle-center in reversible systems. But they put the emphasis on bifurcating symmetric 2-homoclinic orbits. However, their Hypothesis (H5) is related to a non-elementary primary homoclinic orbit. There they considered bifurcations within a one-parameter family which would (in our language) correspond to the parameter 1 .
2 Homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium As mentioned in the Introduction we are interested in solutions starting (for t = 0) in a transversal section of ? and tending to the equilibrium as t tends to 1. The di erence + (0) ? ? (0) should lie in a certain subspace.
As in the hyperbolic case variational equations along solutions in the (un)stable manifold will play an essential role. Here such an equation has no longer an exponential dichotomy but an exponential trichotomy. So we start by drawing up necessary results on exponential trichotomies. Afterwards, in a second subsection, we derive and furthermore the bifurcation equation for detecting 1-homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium. Moreover we show that such a homoclinic orbit exists (near ?) only for 1 = 0.
Exponential trichotomies
Consider a linear di erential equation if there exist projections P s , P c and P u , depending on t and where P s + P c + P u = id, and constants s < ? c < 0 < c < u and K > 0 such that (t; )P i ( ) = P i (t) (t; ); i = s; c; u So (2.4) indeed takes the form (2.3). Moreover the second term on the right-hand side of (2.5) tends exponentially fast to zero (for t ! 1). Now we proceed with a slight generalization of Coppels notion of an exponential dichotomy -cf. 2]: We say that (2.1) has an exponential dichotomy on R + if there exist a projection P(t) and constants < and a positive constant C such that (t; )P ( ) = P(t) ( The only di erence to Coppels notion is that we do not require sgn 6 = sgn . In particular, has no longer to be negative. For this (generalized) notion a roughness theorem as stated in 2] holds as well. Applying this to the problem under consideration yields: Equation (2.4) has an exponential dichotomy with P = P s and constants = s , = ? c and another one with P = P cs and constants = c , = ? s .
However, Coppels proof of the roughness theorem has to be modi ed, because by proving the behaviour (2.6) Coppel uses that < 0 -see 2, Lemma 4.1]. To overcome this obstacle one can use a xed point equation as in 10] or 6] to gain the projections P s and P cs . In the latter paper the discrete case is treated.
Once having this we nd that the images of P s (t) and P cs (t) are just the tangent spaces T (t) W s and T (t) W cs , respectively. The proof runs parallel to that one given in 11] for the hyperbolic case. However, we are free in choosing the kernels of these projections. Obviously, we have im P s im P cs . Now by asking ker P cs ker P s the mapping P c := (id ? P s )P cs is a projection. Indeed, the above inclusions e ect that P s and P cs commute and therefore P c is a projection. Now it is easy to see that equation (2.4) has an exponential trichotomy with projections P s (t), P c (t) and P u (t) := id ? P cs (t) and constants s , c and u := ? s . Finally, by construction we have (P s (t) + P c (t)) = P cs (t). So, the statement regarding the images of the projections holds true, too.
Remark 2.2 Mind that the parameter s , c , u of the exponential trichotomy are valid for all su ciently small j j. Namely, for these the constant s is a common boundary for the principal eigenvalues ( ).
Furthermore the proof provides that c > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. Remark 2.3 In a similar way we get that variational equations along solutions in the unstable manifold have exponential trichotomies on R ? .
The bifurcation equation for detecting homoclinic orbits to the equilibrium
Although we are looking for homoclinic orbits to a non-hyperbolic equilibrium we can proceed in principle as in the hyperbolic case. The main point which makes life easy at this stage is that all orbits approaching the equilibrium are in the (un)stable manifold. So we can restrict ourselves to consider solutions ( ) of (1.1) starting in the intersection of the (un)stable manifold and a cross-section of the homoclinic orbit ? and tending to x = 0 as t ! 1.
We will show -Lemma 2.7 -that for each there is a unique pair ( + ( )( ); ? ( )( )) of such solutions ful lling additionally 1 := + ( )(0) ? ? ( )(0) 2 Z. Here Z is a subspace complementary to the sum of the tangent spaces of the stable and unstable manifold at (0).
Note that Z is 3-dimensional. Invoking the reversibility we see that 1 ( ) is even in the one-dimensional subspace Z \ Fix (?R) -see (2.32).
Let n = 1. Then we have one-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds. The traces of these manifolds in are points -corresponding to (0). Due to the reversibility these points are R-images of each other. Hence their di erence is parallel to Fix (?R). And Fix (?R) \ is one-dimensional. So our results re ect exactly the R 4 -situation one could have in mind.
However, our analysis shows that this picture remains true also in higher dimensions -n > 1.
However, this way we end up with the (one-dimensional) bifurcation equation 1 ( ) = 0 for detecting 1-homoclinic orbits.
In the rest of this section we give the precise analysis leading to this bifurcation equation. Let The following direct sum decomposition is fundamental for all of our considerations:
where spanff( (0) An immediate consequence of the latter two lemmas is Corollary 2.6 The cross-section contains Fix R. Now we are prepared to construct the solutions mentioned above. In accordance to the described procedure we are looking for solutions ( ) on R of (1.1) satisfying (P ) (i) The orbits of are near ? ; 
So the original task of nding solutions of the system (1.1) ful lling (P ) has been turned into the problem of determining solutions of the \nonlinear" variational equation ( has exponential trichotomies on R . That is, there are continuous projections P u (t) , P s (t) and P c (t) satisfying id = P u (t)+P s (t)+P c (t) ; t 2 R and commuting with the transition matrix ( ; ) of (2.14), i.e., (t; s)P i (s) = P i (t) (t; s) ; i = u; s; c : ( 
3 Homoclinic orbits to the center manifold
Now we will compute all 1-homoclinic orbits to the center manifold. In the discussion of the bifurcation equation we have to distinguish non-elementary and elementary primary homoclinic orbits ?. However, as far as possible we derive the bifurcation equation independently from this di erentiation.
To facilitate our analysis we start by performing a transformation which attens W cs loc and W cu loc simultaneously.
A transformation to atten invariant manifolds
We will perform global transformations T mapping, locally around x = 0, the centerstable and center-unstable manifold simultaneously in the corresponding subspaces regarding _ x = D 1 f(0; )x. In our further considerations we will omit the subscript . To ensure that the transformed vector eld f T , f T (x; ) := DT (T ?1 (x))f(T ?1 (x); ) is again reversible we will construct a T commuting with R. The whole procedure will be done in two steps: In the rst step we create a local transformation T loc working on an R-invariant ball B around 
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Now we assume that we already performed the transformation T ?1 1 . We denote the transformed center and center-(un)stable manifold again by W c and W cs(cu) , respectively. We obtain h c (x c ) 0. On the way of globalizing T loc we rst notice that T loc indeed has the form (3.1). Now let be a C 1 -cut-o function with (x) = 1 for kxk 1 and (x) = 0 for kxk 2.
We may assume that is R-invariant -this is allowed because fid; Rg forms a nite group. 
The bifurcation equation for detecting homoclinic orbits to the center manifold
The procedure for detecting this bifurcation equation is in principle as in Subsection 2. whose orbits are in W cs(cu) allowing at t = 0 a jump in Z direction. More precisely we demand properties as in (P ) -replacing (P ) (iii) by a condition ensuring a liation to W cs and W cu , respectively -see (P c x ) below.
Before starting our analysis we will declare that throughout this subsection we will assume (H5) W cs(cu) loc; X cs (cu) . In the previous subsection we explained that this is a reasonable assumption. For the rest of this paper we use the re nement of decomposition (2.7): We want to look for solutions x ( ) as perturbations of ( )( ):
x (t) = ( )(t) + v (t) ; t 2 I T :
Then our task is to determine solutions v ( ) ). Because we consider the solutions on a compact intervall we get their boundedness. That is why we nd all solutions of (3.8) by solving the xed point equations:
v (t) = (t; 0; ) + L (t; h(t; v ; )) ; t 2 I T : (3.10) The demand (P c v ) (iii) provides a restriction for . Because of (H5) the demand (P c v ) (iii) is equal to To continue our considerations we want to rewrite (3.13) with respect to the decomposition For discussing the reduced bifurcation equation^ = 0 we will presume several further assumptions. In these assumptions the geometrical meaning of the parameters 1 , 2 (which was explained in the Introduction) will be re ected. Henceforth we will consider^ as a function R Proof Due to the symmetry of the orbit it holds (O(y c ; )) = R! (O(y c ; ) ), where and ! are the -and !-limit set, respectively. On the other hand it is clear that the !-limit set either is the equilibrium or it coincides with one of the periodic orbits lling the (local) center manifold. Finally the symmetry of these orbits gives the result. Now we get down to reveal the structure of the solution set of the reduced bifurcation equation^ = 0. We start with the elliptic case. Near ? all 1-homoclinic orbits to the center manifold are assigned to an element of . So, for below C there are no such homoclinic orbits. A dynamical interpretation of these result is given in Remark 3.11 below. For the visualization in a bifurcation diagram we refer to 
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Remark 3.11 We want to comment the consequences of Theorem 3.8 for the dynamics more closely. We will do that only for the R 4 -case, i.e. n = 1. Although the results for n > 1 are the same the arguments are easier in the case we want to look at. This ring shrinks down as tends to C, merges to a point for 2 C and disappears as 1 becomes less than c( 2 ). The relative position of c to the equilibrium is depicted in Figure  3 . To see that we rst x 2 = 0. Then ( 
Elementary homoclinic orbit ?
The assumption that the primary homoclinic orbit ? is an elementary one is tantamount to (H7) W cs intersects Fix R transversally at (0). 
